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Experimental results comparing estimated velocities to truth
data have demonstrated the accuracy of our approach.
In all testing cases, the velocities estimated to fall within the
expected velocity intervals with a tendency towards
maximum speed. The obtained results are consistent since
those vessels had enough space to accelerate, being able
to get close to their speed limit.
Our solution is the FIRST to use Kelvin waves to estimate
ship speed from SINGLE OPTICAL IMAGES.
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METHODOLOGY
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MODELS OF PASSENGER VESSEL

We present an image-based approach to estimate the
velocity of moving vessels from their traces on the water
surface. Vessels moving at constant heading and speed
display a familiar V-shaped pattern which only differs from
one to another by the wavelength of their transverse and
divergent components. Such wavelength is related to vessel
velocity. We use planar homography and natural constraints
on the geometry of ships' wake crests to compute vessel
velocity from single optical images acquired by conventional
cameras.

ABSTRACT

Practical Application:
The ability to estimate vessel velocity from images acquired
by conventional cameras has much practical application,
including:
- the development of self-sailing systems,
- maritime surveillance[3] by drones, and
- ship traffic monitoring by smart lighthouses.
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According to Kelvin's model,
the waves[1] cusps differ from
one moving object to another
in terms of the spatial
frequencies of the generated
oscillations as a function of
the velocity of the object.
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